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 Case Study # 1:Grihapravesha Muhurta at Dallas, Texas: 

    

 

This is a very strong Libra Asdt Muhurta Chart, 

with a Benefic Moon, fortifying the Most Effective 

Point [MEP] of the IVH, signifying Home and 

assets. The Benefic Planets Ve and Su are very 

strong. The strong S-Ve Dasa-Bhukti is running till 

Dec 16
th

 2009, and thereafter for a full decade, 

the Dasa of the reasonably strong Mo will be 

running. The Mo Blesses the IVH, and XH. 
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Muhurta Chart’s Salient Points: 

In a Griha Pravesha Muhurta Chart [as in any Muhurta Chart, 

for that matter], the Asdt H [First House] must be strong, as it is 

in this Muhurta Chart. The First H, is like the heart or ‘the 

nucleus’ or the ‘essence’ of the Muhurta Chart. Here Ve, 

typically signifying luxurious homes, comforts and luxuries, is 

the strong Asdt Lord. Ve also signifies marital happiness, 

marital fulfillment, wealth, and women. This is the ideal Asdt H, 

for a woman’s home, especially when wealth [Sri] adorns that 

home. Like Ve, the Mo is another Cosmic Benefic Feminine 

Energy, and Blesses the IVH MEP, thereby fortifying the IVH. 

Thus the strong Planets of this Muhurta Chart are: 

 Ve, [Divine Mother’s Energy] ruling the Asdt H [First House], 

Su, ruling the XIH of income and gains and friends, and the 

placement of the Su in the IIH of status, accords royal status to 

this House, 

Mo, ruling the XH of action, being placed on the MEP of the 

IVH, fortifies the Home life and makes hospitality and motherly 

care, the hall-marks of this abode. 

The running Dasa-Bhuktis are also very favourable, as can be 

seen from the Table of the Dasa-Bhuktis-only the Su and Mo 

Dasas will be running for the next 11 yrs. 

These facts are borne out by the Table of Planetary Strengths, 

shown below: 
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 The Su, Ve, and the Mo [though not 100% strong], are the 

jewels of Grace of this Muhurta Chart. 

Weaknesses of this Muhurta Chart: 

Ju, Ma are both debilitated and thus weak. Even Sa, badly-

placed in the XIIH is seen to be weak. All these three Planets are 

Functional Benefics [FBs]. Sa, represents servants, or house-

help in the US and the paucity of Grace for this aspect of life, 

being very much a part of the cultural ethos of the US; the 

weakness of Sa, representing servants, may not be so serious a 

handicap. 
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The weaknesses of the two debilitated FBs, namely Ju and Ma, 

is compensated to some extent, by the Blessings of the Mo, to 

the two Hs, in which Ju and Ma are placed. Pl note that at this 

time, it is impossible to have a Griha Pravesha Muhurta with Ju 

and Ma strong. Ju becomes strong only in Jan 2010, and Ma, 

becomes strong only in May 2010.  

Griha Pravesha Muhurta: 

Day: November, 22nd, 2009, SUNDAY, 

Place: Dallas[96ºW48´, 32ºN47´], Texas. 

Muhurta Window: 

The peak of the Muhurta falls between [5:02AM and 

5:07AM], whereas, the Pooja can begin at 4:30AM itself. 

It is important that God [Sri Sri Amma Bhagavan] should be 

invoked, though an Aarti, exactly, during the peak of the Griha 

Pravesha Muhurta, but for an hour or at least for half an hour 

prior to this peak, naivedyam, in the form of sweets may be 

offered to Sri Sri Amma Bhagavan, and a lamp may be lit, 

signifying our Samkalpa, say at 4:30AM. Some Bhajans may be 

sung, Vedic Chants can also be played, for half an hour prior to 

the peak and, the Mula Mantra may be chanted 108 times, 

slowly with devotion and sincerity, with the Samkalpa that, this 

should be an abode of peace, and fulfillment, wherein the owner 

and her husband and parents can live in peace, for their benefit 

and for the benefit of the world. 
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The Turyamsa Div Chart has also be checked, to ensure that the 

IVH Div Chart, namely the Turyamsa is giving us a good augury 

for Grace. 

Time Zone in Dallas on Nov 22nd, 2009. 

Note that the Time Zone on Nov 22nd, 2009, in Dallas is CST  

[6 Hrs West] and not the CDT[5 Hrs West], as was the case for 

the Oct 15th Muhurta. 

So, on Nov 21st, call the Texas Time Service and synchronize all 

clocks and watches at Home with the CST. 

Only then, not even one Minute of the Muhurta Window will be 

wasted, but used fully, for our Benefit. 

The Peak [Muhurta Window] is the Bija [Seed] and what comes 

out of it is the Vriksha [Tree, or the fullness of life in that 

abode]. 

                                      AUM TAT SAT 
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